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Our View: Opportunity beckons as GCC-India ties grow
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 Territorial and political uncertainties continue to affect the region. At the same

time, the world’s energy landscape appears to be moving away from traditional

hegemonies.

 Despite low oil prices, the GCC countries continue to exhibit steady growth

and solid economic and financial fundamentals. GCC economies are expected

to grow at 3.4% in 2015 with Qatar the highest in the GCC in 2015 at 7.7% as

the country gears up to meet its infrastructure targets.

- Domestic consumption and investment is strong as mega projects,

especially in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and the UAE continue to fuel strong

expansions in transportation, construction, wholesale and retail.

 There are clear positive signs emerging in P5+1 negotiations with Iran on its

nuclear program. The parties are still working toward the June deadline, and

efforts continue for a framework agreement by the end of March.

 In Iraq, the risk posed by ISIS is now by and large contained, with the coalition

against it coordinated. Staying the course will still cost time, money and lives.

 Stabilising Syria is a more complicated matter that requires coordination from

virtually all international powers. We expect no change here over 2015.

 In Libya, ongoing peace talks resume on 19 March in Morocco but we attach a

low probability to a grand bargain at this stage.

 Our regional theme this quarter analyses growing relations between the GCC

and India with a focus on energy and merchandise trade, FDI and remittances as

well as barriers to investment.

 India’s energy dependency is expected to rise to almost 92% by 2030 and the

GCC countries are likely to be the major beneficiaries.

- India’s oil imports from the GCC countries as a proportion of its total

hydrocarbon imports (50%) represents the second highest (after China)

amongst all oil importers from the GCC countries, and this share is

expected to rise.

 Bilateral trade between the GCC and India has grown more than eight-fold in

the last 10 years to reach USD 150B in 2013-2014.

1 Arabia Monitor; IMF.

Figure 1 – GCC Growth Vs. Regional Average1

- The growth in two-way trade is largely buoyed by the

presence of youth bulges on both sides, the emergence

of new middle classes (in India alone estimated at 280

million people), and accelerating industrialisation.

- Indeed the changing dynamics of their relationship has

gone much beyond energy security and traditional

trade and commerce to the rich diaspora contributing

remittances. The GCC region was the largest source of

remittances to India in 2013 accounting for nearly 35%

of the USD 71B total received by India globally that

year.

 The proposed Free Trade Agreement between the two

regions acts as a step toward achieving more synergies.

Exports of GCC chemicals and aluminium accounted for 22%

of total 2013 India imports of these goods; this as a

proportion of the GCC’s global exports is much lower,

underscoring ample room for growth.
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Moody’s Last Moody’s action S&P Last S&P action

Rating change considerationsRating O/L* Action Date Rating O/L Action Date

Bahrain Baa2 (-)
Affirmed

O/L  (-) 
13-Mar-15 BBB- (-)

Downgraded,

O/L (-)
09-Feb-15

The weakening fiscal revenue base which remains

dominated by oil receipts given the current oil price

assumption outlook could lead to another ratings

downgrade over the short term.

Kuwait Aa2
Affirmed,

O/L stable
13-Mar-15 AA

Affirmed,

O/L stable
13-Feb-15

An improvement in the relationship between

government and parliament could spur policy

formulation and implementation to develop the non-oil

sector and attract FDI. Reducing the oversized public

sector is another consideration.

Oman A1 (-)
Affirmed,

O/L (-)
20-Feb-15 A-

Downgraded,

O/L stable
09-Feb-15

Uncertainty over the effectiveness of the government's

policy response to challenges posed by lower oil prices

to government finances, external current account, and

growth performance in 2015.

Qatar Aa2
Affirmed

O/L stable
08-Jan-15 AA

Affirmed

O/L stable
09-Feb-15

Ratings could improve in view of a faster-than-expected

maturation of domestic institutions and if growth

became less dependent on public sector investment.

Saudi

Arabia
Aa3

Affirmed

O/L Stable
07-Jan-15 AA- (-)

Affirmed

O/L (-)
09-Feb-15

Ratings could be lowered over the next two years if the

government's liquid assets fell well below 100% of GDP.

The ratings could also come under pressure if domestic

or regional events compromised political and economic

stability.

UAE Aa2
Affirmed

O/L stable
11-Mar-15 N/R

Reducing the debt of government-related enterprises of

Abu Dhabi Banks and Government of Dubai could support

upgrade considerations in the medium term.

Bloomberg; Moody’s; S&P; JPMorgan.

*O/L stands for outlook

Note: Political & institutional factors, rather than just fiscal & economic performances, constrain GCC ratings starting from Moody’s Aa & S&P’s A 

categories

GCC sovereign ratings update
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MENA exc. GCC sovereign ratings update

Moody’s Last Moody’s action S&P Last S&P action

Rating change considerationsRating O/L* Action Date Rating O/L Action Date

Algeria N/R N/R
Sovereign rating likely on hold due to domestic and global

conditions.

Egypt Caa1

Affirmed

O/L  stable 20-Oct-14 B-
Affirmed,

O/L stable
14-Nov-14

Political transition strengthens relations between the

government and wider society and brings about a sustained

improvement in external performance, including net

international reserves, thereby easing external pressures.

Jordan B1
Affirmed

O/L stable 
22-Jan-15 BB-

Affirmed

O/L  stable 
31-Oct-14

Successful implementation of key political and structural

economic reforms, supporting more sustainable and

economic growth and further easing fiscal and external

vulnerabilities would support an improvement in ratings

outlook.

Lebanon B2 (-)
Downgraded

O/L  (-) 
16-Dec-14 B-

Affirmed

O/L stable
10-Oct-14

Significant improvement in government finances to lessen

dependence on domestic bank funding and a reduction in

political risk are necessary for a ratings change

consideration.

Morocco Ba1
Affirmed,

O/L stable 
3-Mar-15 BBB-

Affirmed

O/L  stable 
14-Nov-14

Higher economic growth to substantially exceed forecasts,

for exchange rate flexibility to increase markedly, and for

Morocco's institutional and governance quality to rise

above that of similarly rated peers would be supportive of

ratings upgrade.

Tunisia Ba3 (-)
Affirmed

O/L (-) 
30-Jan-15 N/R

Ratings would come under downward pressure if there is a

resurgence of political instability or a significant decrease

in FX reserves, against the backdrop of a sustained

deterioration in fiscal and external balances.

Bloomberg; Moody’s; S&P.

*O/L stands for outlook
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